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Abstract
We analyze recent experimental information on the excitation of the Θ+(1540)
pentaquark in the hadronic reaction pp → pΣ+K0. Upon describing the conven-
tional production process - which serves as a normalization - in a meson exchange
model, we estimate the resonant Θ induced cross section and the width of the pen-
taquark via K - exchange in a meson-baryon and quark-gluon model. From a com-
parison with experiment we extract information on the width of the Θ+, the pΣ+K0
coupling constant in the meson exchange and the relative s or p wave function for
a nucleon-kaon cluster in the Θ+.
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1
1 Introduction
It is well known that QuantumChromoDynamics QCD allows the existence of colorless
exotic hadronic states, beyond the conventional qq or 3q quark structure for mesons and
baryons [1]. In fact there has been a long history in the search and investigation of such
states. From a Fock expansion of hadrons
B >= α|qqq > +β|qqqqq > +....
the strong coupling to (on-shell) nucleon-meson final states for baryons above the nucleon
ground state with typical decay widths of ΓB ∼ 100− 300 MeV already points to strong
qq components in baryons ([2][3]).
In this respect the Θ+(1540) pentaquark, predicted years ago in a soliton model [4] and
reported recently from the LEPS collaboration at SPring8 [5], which is currently under-
stood as a uuuds or uddus resonance in the pK0 or nK+ system, did not come as a
surprise. However, very surprising is its very small width of ΓΘ ≤ 20MeV << ΓB for
conventional baryon resonances.
Since the first report and the accumulating evidence from numerous labs on the Θ+ pen-
taquark ([6] - [16]) (for a critical review of the experimental situation see ref. ([17],[18]),
a flurry of theoretical ideas and investigations of the excitation and the structure of the
pentaquark appeared in the literature ([19] - [41]); a survey on Pentaquarks up to the
year 2004 is given in ref. [42]. Unfortunately, in practice a rigorous calculation of the
strongly interacting 5 quark system is extremely difficult (compare, however, recent work
from E. Hiyama et al. [43]). Thus, guided by findings from nuclear 5-body systems 5He
or 5ΛHe and accumulating evidence for quark-quark correlations in specific spin-isospin
channels, various cluster models for the pentaquark have been proposed; among them,
as widely accepted, a (qqq)(qq) meson - nucleon like component ([24],[31]) or a (qq)(qq)q
substructure (with scalar-isocalar diquarks [22]). However, all of these models are still in
a very rudimentary stage; presently even basic details about the quantum numbers of the
Θ+ pentaquark, such as its parity, its spin and isospin, or quantitative details about its
structure and width are still missing.
In this note we address various aspects of the Θ+, its excitation and its structure, com-
bining simple model assumptions with experimental information. Explicitly we focus for
the nucleon-nucleon system on strangeness production, i. e. on the exclusive reaction
pp → pΣ+K0, performed recently from the COSY-TOF collaboration [13]. From their
data at a beam momentum of 2.95 GeV/c they extract the total nonresonant and resonant
cross sections and their ratio
R =
σNR
σR
∼ 12.4µb
0.4µb
∼ 30
A confrontation of these data with theoretical models seems very promising, as compre-
hensive experimental (and theoretical) information on related strangeness production in
the pp system, i. e. pp→ pΛK+, pΣ0K+ total cross sections and angular distributions at
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various energies, allow to pin down details of the nonresonant pp→ pΣ+K0 cross section.
For our interpretation of the data and for an estimate of the excitation and the properties
of the Θ+, we compare two different models: a formulation based on meson and baryon
degrees of freedom and, as an alternative, a representation in terms of constituent quarks
(and gluons).
Details we present in the following sections. In chapter 2 we derive a simple meson
exchange model for the nonresonant Σ+K0 cross section. The following chapter then
contains a derivation of both the width of the pentaquark and its excitation in resonant
Σ+K0 production, comparing meson exchange with quark exchange. The various results
and their discussion are presented in chapter 4, before summarizing and concluding in the
final chapter.
2 The nonresonant σNR(pp→ pΣ+K0) cross section
In this section we sketch the basic steps to estimate the total cross section σNR(pp →
pΣ+K0) in a meson exchange model.
2.1 The total cross section σNR
For the total cross section we define as kinematical variables in the overall CM system the
momenta ±kp for the incoming protons and the momenta q− k/2, −q− k/2 and k for
the (outgoing) proton, Σ and kaon, respectively; the magnetic spin components are µ1, µ2
for the initial and µp, µΣ for the final state. Then the total cross section at an excess
energy
Q =
√
s− (Mp +MΣ +mK)
(with
√
s as the total CM energy) is given as
σNR(Q) =
1
(2π)5
Ep
2kp
· 1
4
∑
µ1µ2µpµΣ
∫
|Ti→f(k,q, Q)|2δ(Q− Tp − TΣ − Tk) dkdq
2ωk(k)
with the kinetic energies Ti for the different particles and the total energy of the kaon
ωK(k
2) = mK + TK(k
2).
2.2 The pp→ pΣ+K0 amplitude
There are a variety of calculations for exclusive strangeness production to ΛK+ and Σ0K+
final states ([44] - [49]). As the experimental data point for the Σ+K0 cross section is
given at an excess energy of Q = 126 MeV, which is still very close to the threshold energy
Ethr = (Mp +MΣ +mK) − 2Mp ∼ 750 MeV, we rely on findings from meson exchange
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models for associate strangeness production. There in most cases, the total transition
amplitude is factorized schematically as
|Ti→f |2 = |MFSI |2 . |Mi→f |2 . |MISI |2
into initial state interactions (ISI) in the pp and final state interactions (FSI) in the
pΣK system and the genuine production amplitude Mi→f [50] (for our purpose we in-
tegrate out final state interactions together with the production amplitude). Above the
ISI reflects dominantly the coupling of the two protons to inelastic channels and can be
approximately incorporated as an energy independent reduction of the cross section with
typically M2ISI ∼ 1/3 [51]. Similarly, as the Q dependence of the total cross section over
the restricted energy range of our interest, is dominated by phase space, pΣ final state
interactions are readily incorporated in an effective range - scattering length parametriza-
tion [52] (equivalent to a parametrization via Jost functions [53]; K baryon final state
interactions are expected to be weak and negligible for our estimate).
It is the current understandig that the production operator Mi→f is dominated by the
excitation of various baryon resonances (Fig. 1), the s-wave resonance N∗(1650, 1/2−) and
the p-wave resonances N∗(1710, 1/2+), N∗(1720, 1/2+) (with the possible inclusion of the
∆(1960, 3/2+) resonance), which all show a strong decay into hyperon - kaon channels.
As the sharing of the large momenta for the incoming protons is dominantly provided by
single meson exchange, the production amplitude in leading order is given by
MNRi→f (kp,q,k) =
∑
i,k
LKN∗i ΣLλkpN∗i
E∗Ni((q+ k/2)
2) + Ep((q− k/2)2)−
√
s
Lλkpp
(kp + k/2− q)2 +m2λ − ω2λ(k,q)
,
where Lλkpp, LλkNN∗ and LKN∗Σ denote the various meson-baryon vertex functions for
the coupling of the mesons λk (they include the corresponding operator, the coupling
strength and a form factor). Ep, EN∗ denote the total proton and (complex) energies
of the baryon resonances; the different sums over i and k include all meson exchanges
(i) and baryon resonances (k) excited. With these specifications the calculation of the
total cross section is now straightforward. As we are ultimately only interested in a
comparison with the (Θ+ dominated) induced cross section at a given Q value, we simplify
our model building further in two steps. Thereby we note from kinematics for threshold
energies Q ≥ 100 MeV of interest, that the variation of the meson propagators is, due
to ((kp + k/2 − q)2 ∼ k2p >> q2, k2, very small, so that the sum over the different
meson exchanges and their propagators can be approximated by an overall constant,
which simulates the exchange of an effective scalar meson with a mass of 550 MeV, as
typical for σ-meson exchange. Then with the remaining static Lagrangians for the σ and
kaon coupling to the p and s wave baryons with positive (+) and negative (-) parity
mentioned above,
L+σNN∗(N) = g
∗
σ(gσ) L
+
KNN∗(N) =
f ∗K(fK)
mK
σq
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and similarly
L−σNN∗ =
f ∗σ
mσ
σq L−KNN∗(N) = g
∗
K
the transition amplitude is given as
MNRi→f (kp,q,k)
∼=
∑
i
L±KN∗i Σ
L±σpN∗i
EN∗i + Ep −
√
s
Lσpp
k2p +m
2
σ
In a final step we even simplify the contributions from the baryon resonances. As in
the sum over i we test for Q ≥ 100MeV the smooth tails of the baryon resonances
with a typical width of 150 MeV over a small energy interval, we sum up all resonance
contributions from the various mesons in a single effective coupling as a scalar meson
with an averaged baryon resonance. Combining these elements we end up with an effective
production operator for the coupling to an s-wave resonance (corresponding to a dominant
excitation of the N∗(1650) resonance)
Mi→f (
√
s, q, k) =
g∗Kg
∗
σ
EN∗ + Ep −
√
s
gσ σkp
k2p +m
2
σ
,
which yields, upon averaging over initial and final state interactions, ultimately
|T−i→f |2 = (
G
M2N
)2
with an overall effective coupling constant G; the nucleon mass MN is only introduced
for dimensional reasons. A similar expression is obtained for the coupling to a p-wave
resonance (corresponding to the dominant excitation of the N∗(1710) and N∗(1720)), with
the only basic difference that the kaon momentum enters explicitly
|T+i→f |2 = (
G′
M3N
)2k2
(the k dependence enters into the integration over phase space). When averaging over the
resonances we feel on a safe ground, as the Q dependence of the ratio Λ/Σ0 ∼ 2.5 at Q =
126 MeV has already dropped to the corresponding ratio at Q ≥ 300 MeV, consequently
resonance excitation contributes only in a very averaged smooth way, in contrast to the
strong variation of the ratio Λ/Σ0 ∼ 10−30 for Q values below 60 MeV ([54],[55]) (which
reflects selective contributions from the various resonances). Thus σNR for strangeness
production close to the Σ threshold involves in the simplest approximation just a single
parameter (times the integration over FSI and phase space), which can be fixed from the
normalization of the cross section at Q=126 MeV.
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3 Width of the pentaquark and the resonant pp →
Σ+Θ+ → pΣ+K0 cross section
In the following we derive the width and the Θ+ induced cross section both in a meson
exchange and constituent quark model. Thereby we assume throughout S = 1/2 and I
= 0 for the spin and isospin quantum numbers of the Θ and compare the results for a
negative or positive parity of the pentaquark.
3.1 Meson exchange
The diagrammatic structure of the width and the resonant cross section in a meson
exchange model are schematically given in Figs. 2(a),3(a); evidently both diagrams involve
the pΘ+K0 vertex. Depending on the Θ+ parity, the vertex functions are given (similarly
as in chapter 2) from a reduction of the corresponding relativistic Lagrangians
LNΘ+K = gNΘ+KΨN(iγ5, 1)ΨΘ+ΦK
with the operators iγ5 and 1 corresponding to positive and negative Θ parity, respectively.
The leading non relativistic counterparts are then given as
L−KNN∗(N) = gNΘ+K L
+
pΘ+K =
gNΘ+K
2MN
σk
for the pK coupling to a Θ with positive and negative parity, respectively (for a Θ+ in rest).
With the standard formula
ΓΘ→KN =
1
(2π)2
1
2
∑
µΘµp
∫
|TΘ→KN(k0, kˆ)|2EN (k)
MΘ
k0dkˆ
we then obtain from
|T±Θ→KN(k)|2 =
1
2
∑
µΘµp
|〈1/2µp|L±NΘ+k(k)|1/2µΘ〉|2 = 1 ,
the total width of the pentaquark from the two open decay channels pK0 and nK+ as
ΓΘ+ = ΓpK0 + ΓnK+ = 2ΓpK0
(above we dropped small differences from the kinematics for the N and the kaon with
different isospin projections). For the ratio, assuming the same strength for s and p wave
coupling (which is certainly a very vague assumption), we end up with
Γ+ =
1
4
(
k0
M
)2 Γ−
For the corresponding final kaon (nucleon) momentum
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k0 =
1
2MΘ
√
(M2Θ +m
2
K −M2N )2 − 4M2Θm2K
∼
√
2MNmK
MΘ −MN −mK
MN +mK
∼ 260MeV
this yields the well known suppression of more than one order of magnitude of the width
of the pentaquark with positive compared to negative parity. Of course, the crucial input
for the width is effective NΘ+K coupling constant; for its value and its interpretation we
come back in the following chapter, when discussing our results.
The contribution of Θ+ excitation to the resonant cross section is conceptionally straight
forward and follows similar lines as sketched above for the nonresonant cross section,
though it is technically more complicated. For the calculation of the σR we follow the
reasoning from chapter 2, where in addition now the intermediate kaon rescatters on the
second nucleon to excite the pentaquark (Fig. 2(a)). The competitive mechanism, where
the kaon is first created directly at the pΣ+ vertex (which would correspond to the direct
’single nucleon emission’ in σNR) and rescatters subsequently and excites the Θ
+ on the
proton, is expected to be small, as there the sharing of the large proton momenta in the
initial state has to be provided exclusively by a K exchange far off its energy shell, which
also probes the NΘK vertex at very large momentum transfers. In general, the direct
’one nucleon emission’ is suppressed substantially for heavy meson production (already in
pion production its contribution is about one order of magnitude smaller than the piece
from meson rescattering [50]).
With these ingredients the transition amplitude MR is given for an N
∗ and Θ+ with
negative parity as
MRi→f (kp,q,k) =
g2NΘ+K
(2π)3
1
EΘ((q + k/2)2) + EΣ((q− k/2)2)−
√
s
∫
MNRi→f (kp,q,k;p)
(p− k)2 +m2K − (EN∗(p− q+ k/2)2 − EΣ(q+ k/2)2)
· dp
(EΣ((q+ k/2)2) + ωk((p− k/2)2) + EN((p− q+ k/2)2 −
√
s)
where we introduced the corresponding nonresonant amplitude MNRi→f from chapter 2 to-
gether with K exchange in the loop integration over dp; the final state is the characterized
by the energy denominator for the Θ excitation and its subsequent decay into the KN
final state. Again, as for the width of the Θ+ the transition from s to p wave coupling
basically introduces an additional momentum squared in the loop from K exchange and
an additional p-wave NΘ+K vertex from the coupling to the final state.
The evaluation of the loop for the rescattering contribution is in principle straightforward
(both upon introducing form factors or in dimensional regularization, after subtracting
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the singular piece, the integral is finite), though in practice very cumbersome, as it in-
volves a detailed parametrization of the nonresonant amplitude for associate strangeness
production. Here we proceed differently: as momentum sharing has been already provided
from the scalar exchange in the initial amplitude and as the influence of final state inter-
actions on the momentum and energy sharing is expected to be very weak, the nucleon
and the kaon in the loop will propagate close to their mass shells. Consequently, the by
far dominant piece from the loop integration will result from the kinematics as given in
the KN final state. Thus we restrict both the K and the N in the loop to their mass shell,
keeping for the kaon propagator from the standard relation
1
q2 −m2 − iǫ = P
1
q2 −m2 + iπδ(q
2 −m2)
only the imaginary component, yielding finally the simple momentum dependent (com-
plex) factor −i k
2pi
for the loop integration.
The remaining steps are now straightforward. Upon summing over the magnetic quantum
number of the Θ+, we obtain for the squared transition amplitude
|MNRi→f(
√
s,q,k)|2 = |A(√s,q,k)|2
·
{
g4NΘK(
g2NΘK
2MN
)2
(k2 + λ2q2 − 2λkq) for
Θpi=−1
Θpi=+1
with
∣∣A(√s,q,k)∣∣2 = mkQ
(4π)2
1
(EΘ((q+ k/2)2) + EΣ((q− k/2)2 −
√
s)2 + Γ2Θ((q+ k/2)
24)
for a Θ+ with negative or positive parity. In this last relation we kept for the p - wave
NΘ+K vertex
LNΘ+K = igNΘ+K〈UN(q− k/2)|γ5| UΘ(q+ k/2)〉
both the static and the leading nonstatic term
LNΘ+K = i
gNΘ+K
2MN
σ(k− λq)
with λ ∼ 2/5 for MΘ+ ∼MN +mK ∼ 32MN .
The result above already reflects a consistency relation of the production amplitude and
the width of the Θ+. From the on-shell assumption for the loop integration and upon
dropping the small variation of the momentum dependence of the width of the pentaquark
in the rescattering process, the width is strictly related (at the same kinematics) to the
production amplitude. Thus σR and ΓΘ+ are in this limit rigorously tied together; com-
parison with the experimental nonresonant and resonant cross section should therefore
set bounds for the excitation and the width of the ΓΘ+, or equivalently, for the coupling
strength NΘ+K as the only parameter in our estimate.
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3.2 Constituent quark exchange
As an alternative to meson exchange we calculate the width and excitation of the pen-
taquark in a constituent quark model. The diagrammatic approach as sketched in Fig.
2(b), 3(b) remains the same as for meson exchange, except with the difference that the
NΘ+K vertices are replaced by the corresponding quark substructures. Here the nucleon
and the K meson are represented as 3q and qq systems. For the Θ+ details of its substruc-
ture are presently unknown; among the different models on the market we focus here on
a (3+2) nucleon-kaon clustering of the 4qq of the Θ+ (adding in our discussion a sketchy
result for a diquark-diquark-q pentaquark structure as suggested in ref. [22])
Without knowing quantitative details and for an analytical evaluation of the various ma-
trix elements, we choose for the interacting quarks an harmonic oscillator basis, following
the standard assumption that the 3 quarks in the nucleon and the qq pair in the kaon are
in relative s states, whereas for the Θ+ we allow for a relative s or p wave between the
nucleon and kaon cluster (to account for negative and positive parity of the Θ). Then in
going over to standard Jacobi coordinates the various wave functions are given as
|K〉 = Ros(r)|χS00χF1/2τKχC00〉 ;
|N〉 = Ros(r)Ros(ρ)|χS1/2µNχF1/2τNχC00〉
and
|Θ〉 = |[NK]〉
= (Ros(r)Ros(ρ))NR0s(λ)0sRL(R)[YL(Rˆ)1/2]1/2µΘ
|[χN1/2χK1/2]F00[χN00χK00]C00 〉
with
Ros(r) = Nos e
−
r2
2a2
i
and
RL(R) = NoL(R/aR)
L e
−
R2
2a2
R
for the kaon, the nucleon and the Θ+, respectively, where the oscillator parameters ai
reflect the size of the particles. Above the spin (S), flavor (I) and color functions (C) are
indicated implicitly (as they drop out in the overlap matrix elements between the KN
clusters in the Θ+ and in the KN final state); the relative coordinate for the pentaquark
involves the coupling of the orbital angular momentum L to the spin of nucleon cluster in
the pentaquark (of course, for a negative parity state with L=0 the spin-orbital coupling
factorizes); N0s, N0L are appropriate normalization constants. It should be noted that the
size parameters for the nucleon and kaon cluster in the pentaquark are presumably differ-
ent from those in the free particles, though quantitative details are presently unknown.
With these prerequisits the width of the pentaquark is readily calculated along similar
lines as for the meson exchange models. There are two basic differences. For the KN
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coupling to the Θ+ the KNΘ coupling constant is replaced by the corresponding overlap
matrix element, schematically given as < KN |Θ >. In addition, to estimate the coupling
strength, we have to account for the transition from the free KN to the KN cluster in
the pentaquark. As in nuclear physics this transition strength is proportional to the
corresponding spectroscopic factor ([36] [37]).
|SΘ(NK)|2 = | < KN |Θ > |2 = (
√
5
96
)2
as the probability for the finding the KN configuration in the pentaquark.
With these ingredients ΓΘ+ is readily obtained, following the definition of the width from
the previous section and the explicit transition matrix element
T±Θ→NK(k) = SΘ(KN)〈φ′N(r, ρ)φ′K(λ)|φN(r, ρ)φK(λ)〉
〈eikR, 1/2µ|RL(R)[YL(Rˆ)1/2]1/2µΘ〉
where - neglecting KN final state interactions - the cluster wave function is given by a
plane wave (with k being the momentum of the outgoing kaon and proton; the flavor and
color matrix elements yield unity). Upon integrating over the relative coordinates we find
for the overlap integral
Irρλ = 〈φ′N(r, ρ)φ′k(λ)|φN(r, ρ)φk(λ)〉
=
(
2
ara
′
r
a2r + a
2
r′
)3/2 (
2
aρa
′
ρ
a2ρ + a
12
ρ
)3/2 (
2
aka
′
k
a2k + a
12
k
)3/2
which reduces to unity for identical size parameters for the nucleon and the kaon in the
final state and in the Θ+. Similarly we find for the Fourier transform of the (normalized)
relative cluster wave function
IL(k) = NL
∫
RLYLM(Rˆ) e
−
R2
2a2
R
+ikR
dR
with
I0(k) =
2a
3/2
R
π1/4
e−
a2
k
k2
2 Y00(kˆ)
I1(k) = i
√
8
3
a
3/2
R
π1/4
(aRk) e
−
a2
R
k2
2 Y1M(kˆ)
for s and p states, respectively. All pieces are put together after decoupling orbital angular
momentum and spin and summing over the external spin quantum numbers. Then, upon
squaring the amplitude as above, we find explicitly
Γ± =
64
3π
k0EN(k
2
0)
MΘ
S2Θ(kN)I
2
rρλ
(
NL
)
(aRk0)
2L e−a
2
Rk
2
0
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with
N0 = 1, N1 =
1
3
.
for a pentaquark with negative and positive parity (above we included the factor 1
2
for the
p state from the Moshinksy transform from single particle to Jacobi coordinates). Com-
paring with the meson exchange estimate we find, as the flavor and color matrix elements
yield unity for the Θ+ width, that the gNΘK coupling constant is basically replaced by
the spectroscopic factor times the corresponding Fourier transform of relative KN cluster
wave function in the pentaquark (assuming that the overlap integrals from initial and final
state for the internal K and N coordinates equals 1, which certainly provides an upper
limit for the following estimates).
The resonant cross section σR follows similar lines as the calculation of the width. Only
two technical details are worth mentioning. As here the final state involves in addition
the Σ+ in a 3 particle continuum, the K and the nucleon are no more emitted back to
back, but with the relative momentum Q = q + k/2; thus for a practical evaluation we
introduce Q as the variable in the Fourier transform of the KN cluster wave function (to
avoid mixed momenta in the angular momentum function Y1(Qˆ = ˆq+ k/2)) and change
correspondingly the phase space integration. Furthermore, the summation over magnetic
quantum numbers is more complicated due to the product of 2 angular momentum func-
tions already in the transition amplitude. For a compact result, we decouple spin and
orbital angular momentum, schematically,
〈NK|Θ〉〈Θ|KN〉 ∼ I2L(Q) · I2rρλ(k,Q)∑
µΘµ
′
N
〈LM1/2µ|1/2µΘ〉〈LM ′1/2µp|1/2µΘ〉YLM(Qˆ)Y ∗LM ′(Qˆ) ,
combine the angular momentum functions and recombine the m-dependent product to 3-j
and 6-j symbols as∑
MΘMM ′
(−1)M ′
(
L 1/2 1/2
M µ µΘ
)(
L 1/2 1/2
M ′ µp −µΘ
)(
L L J
M −M ′ MJ
)
= (−1)1/2+µ
(
J 1/2 1/2
MJ µp −µ
){
J 1/2 1/2
1/2 L L
}
Upon squaring the full amplitude, summing over the spin projections of the nucleon and
combining the angular momentum functions to the spherical Y00, we end up finally with
|TR(Q,k)|2 = 1
π
A(
√
s,Q,k)|2I2L(Q)I2rρλ(k)
(
dQˆ
4π
)
∑
J
(Lˆ2Jˆ2)2
(
L L J
0 0 0
)2 {
J 1/2 1/2
1/2 L L
}2
δJ0
Evidently, the result from quark exchange can again be directly related to the corre-
sponding piece on the meson exchange model: except of overall constants we identify the
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corresponding gNΘ+K coupling constant as given by the overlap of the relative cluster
wave functions in the Θ+ (with the size parameter aR and the final KN state), i. e.
g2NΘK ∼ (aRQ)2Lexp(−aRQ)2
for a Θ+ with negative π = −1 (L=0) or positive π = +1 (L=1) parity, respectively.
Compared to the width of a Θ+ in rest, the integral over Θ+ now depends explicitly on
the momentum of the Θ.
4. Results and Discussion
To arrive at specific conclusions on the nature the pentaquark, we have to specify our
input and find support for the reasoning in our estimate.
As a first confrontation with experiment we confirm that our model building for the non-
resonant pp→ NΣK cross section σNR is qualitatively reliable. As for Σ+ production the
only published data point is at Q=126 MeV [13], we compare with data for Σ0 produc-
tion up to Q ≤ 60 MeV ([54],[55]) and find qualitative agreement, independent of subtle
details of the model (provided the baryon resonances quoted in chapter 2 are included).
This is in line with similar findings from earlier meson exchange calculations and also
from a systematic comparison with ΛK+ production, where detailed data both for the
total cross section as well as angular distributions at different energies are available, single
meson rescattering (including moderate final state interactions) reproduce the character-
istic cross sections (note that lacking quantitative information on the proton-proton ISI
prohibits absolute predictions; normalization has to be fixed from an experimental data
point).
Backed by these findings we address the resonant cross section σR and the Θ
+ width. In
the meson exchange model the only parameter in the calculation is the NΘ+K coupling
constant. Unfortunately here little is known quantitatively. We find that the experi-
mental ratio, quoted in the introduction, σNR/σR ∼ 30, is qualitatively reproduced for
a Θ+ with positive parity and coupling constants 2.4 ≤ gNΘ+K ≤ 4.5 (Fig. 4(a)), which
restricts the width of the Θ+ to ≤ 15 MeV and rules out a pentaquark with negative
parity (Fig. 5(a)). However, the very restricted experimental information presently avail-
able, together with the very smooth dependence of the ratio σNR/σR on gNΘ+K , prohibits
for the moment quantitative conclusions. Here quantitative insight can come only from
further experimental constraints (presently as well as from more theoretical information
on the pentaquark structure).
To add one remark: from discussions in the literature it is not fully clear, how to define the
NΘ+K coupling constant. The value quoted above contradicts estimates based on naive
dimensional analysis, which yields gNDNΘ+K ∼ 4π [56] and is thus larger by more than one
order of magnitude for the squared coupling constant quoted above [27]. As a remedy and
to reconcile both findings it is argued to multiply is the result from dimensional analysis
with the spectroscopic KN factor of the Θ+, yielding
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gNΘK ∼ gNDNΘK
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∼ 3
It is not clear, if such an identification makes sense, as in the mesonic picture the K
meson, when coupling to the NΘ vertex, does not resolve the internal quark structure,
so the rescaling of the NΘK coupling constant above seems somewhat misleading.
The drastic difference between the two coupling constants quoted above is not surprising.
As well known from meson exchange calculations for the excitation of baryon resonances,
such as the excitation of the N∗(1535) resonance in η production show in part striking
differences to estimates within naive dimensional analysis [57]: the coupling constants
there, as derived from various sources, are not natural, i. e. of the order of 1 in appro-
priate units. In addition, for any meson exchange calculation the coupling constants are
extracted directly from the corresponding partial width of a resonance, without intro-
ducing additional spectroscopic factors. This holds in particular also for the N∗(1710),
being classified as the Θ(1540) as a member of the same 4qq anti decuplet, which would
then for consistency suggest also the introduction of an additional spectroscopic factor,
opposite to the standard extraction of meson λNN∗(1710) coupling constants from the
partial decay width into the corresponding mesonic channel. Of course, these remarks are
preliminary, still further insight has to be gained for a more definitive answer.
Turning to the quark model estimate of the Θ+ properties, the main findings from
meson exchange are qualitatively confirmed for positive parity: the experimental ra-
tion σNR/σR ∼ 30 is reproduced within the experimental limits for a width parameter
0.4 ≤ aR ≤ 0.7 in the KN cluster wave function (Fig. 4(b)), corresponding to a width
of ΓΘ+ ≤ 8 MeV (Fig. 5(b)); again the excitation of a pentaquark with negative par-
ity is ruled out from the data. However, already a very crude estimate shows, that the
cluster structure of the Θ+ is crucial for a quantitative understanding. For example,
estimating the width of the pentaquark with positive parity, but assuming as (scalar)
diquark-diquark-quark substructure of the Θ+ ([36][37]), yields from the reduced KN
spectroscopic factor (simply a consequence of the recoupling of quark lines from the Θ+
to the KN final state)
ΓJW ∼ 96
576
ΓKN ≤ 1MeV
and thus a very small Θ+ width. However, further conclusions from the COSY data on
the structure and the width of the pentaquark Θ+(1540) are at the moment far too pre-
liminary, as again the limited experimental information prevents a quantitative extraction
of details of the KN cluster wave function, characterized by the size parameter aR.
Valuating our findings, they map out at least on a qualitative level characteristic features
of the Θ+. As expected from other investigations in the literature, they favor a pen-
taquark with positive parity (i. e. LKN = 1) and a width smaller than 10 MeV. A much
narrower Θ+ may be obtained for a weak KN coupling constant gNΘ+K ≤ 1 in the meson
exchange picture. In the quark model the picture is less clear. A small ΓΘ+ is obtained
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both for a very hard and a very soft pentaquark: for small aR ≤ 0.4fm the width scales
with ΓΘ+ ∼ a2R, while for very large aR > 1fm, the Gaussian part of the wave function
takes over with ΓΘ+ ∼ exp (−a2Rk20) and enforces a small width of the pentaquark. In ad-
dition, the cluster structure of the Θ+ plays a crucial role, favoring for a Θ+ with a very
small width a (2+2+1) diquark-diquark-q compared to a (3+2) KN clustering of the pen-
taquark. However, this estimate is very preliminary and needs further theoretical support.
5. Summary and Outlook
In this note we investigate properties of the recently discovered pentaquark Θ+(1540) in
context with recent data on near threshold strangeness production in pp → pΣK, where
for the Σ+K0 final state a nonresonant and a resonant (Θ+ - induced) cross section at
an excess energy of Q = 126 MeV has been extracted. Based on current ideas of non-
resonant strangeness production in meson-baryon and constituent quark-gluon models,
σR and ΓΘ are estimated. We find for coupling constants and size parameters of the
interacting hadrons a typical width of less than 10 MeV for a pentaquark with positive
parity (corresponding to a relative L=1 angular momentum in the nucleon - kaon cluster
function in the Θ+); for a diquark clustering of the pentaquark its width is reduced by
more than a factor 5 close to 1 MeV or less. Still, further quantitative conclusions, also
on the structure of pentaquark, are presently absent.
Of course, the limitations of our estimate above are evident. Most serious is here the very
approximate evaluation of the loop integration for the rescattering of the kaon: a more
rigorous integration of the loop will certainly add real contributions from the rescattering
diagram and thus lead to interference terms between the background (i. e. the nonres-
onant) and the resonant formation of the pΣ+K0 final state. Unfortunately, the actual
experimental information from the COSY - TOF experiment prohibits from conclusions
on the pentaquark.
Beyond that an investigation of different aspects of the internal structure of the pen-
taquark, and in general of exotic 4q - q systems, is absolutely necessary. From the
theoretical side this will include different assumptions on the cluster structure of the
pentaquark - including 3+2, 4+1 and 2+2+1 configurations - up to recent findings from
a full blown 5-body Gaussian calculation of such systems. On the same level, a more
detailed investigation of the non strange baryon resonance N∗(1710) as a member of the
anti decuplet and its quark content, beyond the standard 3q structure, has to be ad-
dressed (also in context with experimental information, such as its decays into specific
meson-baryon channels). Other topics of interest are a different spin-isospin content of
the Θ+ - for example a total spin S=3/2 would allow the admixture of higher angular
momentum components [38] - or a more realistic investigation of the width of the Θ+ on
the quark level. Already the spectroscopic decomposition of the (3+2) clustering of the
pentaquark yields ([36][37])
|Θ+ >= 1
2
|KN > +
√
1
12
|K∗N > +
√
2
3
|(qq)8(qqq)8 > ,
which indicates a sizeable content of K∗N and color octet components in the Θ+. This
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will modify the Θ+ width, for example from the transition of color octet configurations,
following the appropriate interchange of quark lines or dynamically induced transitions
from one and 2 gluon exchange. Clearly, a detailed answer can only come from a mi-
croscopic calculation, which includes the dynamics of quarks and gluons in the decay
amplitude. Finally, an extension of our theoretical basis to other reactions, where Θ+
production has been seen, might be interesting. For example, if our basic assumption
that the intermediate (rescattering) kaon and the nucleon are close to their mass shell
in exciting the Θ+ is correct, then a rather direct relation to KN scattering ([34], [35])
via amplitudes on the mass shell would be possible. In fact, a further analysis of KN
scattering seems very promising, as there in the CM system the Θ+ is produced in rest
at a fixed energy (due to the two-body kinematics). In a sequential excitation, such as in
pp or γp processes, the Θ+ enters with non vanishing momentum due to the 3 or 4 body
kinematics; integrating then over phase space washes out the pole and the width of the
pentaquark.
Of course, as frequently stressed above, the main impetus has to come from experiment.
Focussing on forthcoming COSY activities [58], one crucial experiment will be the deter-
mination of the parity of the pentaquark in strangeness production at COSY with doubly
polarized protons, by measuring the asymmetry coefficient Ayy ([59] - [62]). Further infor-
mation will come from the additional strange channel pp→ nΣ+K+ ([63] - [65]), which in
addition is interesting from its selectivity in the nonresonant production process (where -
for small contributions from K0−K+ charge exchange in the final state interaction, only
the ∆++(1960) should yield a substantial contribution to the cross section). Finally, a
reanalysis of the pΣ+K0 data from COSY - TOF, which is presently performed [66], will
set more stringent limits on the underlying experimental nonresonant and resonant cross
sections.
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Figure 1: Schematical representation of associate (nonresonant) strangeness production
pp → pΣ+K0 in a meson exchange (a) and a constituent quark model (b) (N∗ indicate
intermediate baryon resonances; see text).
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Figure 2: As Fig. 1, however, for the (resonant) cross section, including the excitation of
the Θ+ pentaquark.
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Figure 3: Width of the Θ+(1540) in a meson exchange (a) and a quark model (b) (as-
suming a (2+3) KN cluster structure for the pentaquark).
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Figure 4: Results for the ratio σNR/σR in a meson exchange (a) and a quark model
calculation (b) for Θ+ with positive (LKN = 1) and negative (LKN = 0) parity. Shown in
(a) is the dependence on the NΘ+K coupling constant and in (b) for the width parameter
aR of the KN cluster wave function (for (3+2) and (2+2+1) configurations of the Θ
+).
The experimental limits are tentatively indicated by the dotted lines
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Figure 5: As Fig. 4, however for the width ΓΘ+ in a meson exchange (a) and a quark model
calculation (b) for positive (LKN = 1) and negative (LKN = 0) parity. The experimental
range for ΓΘ+ from Fig. 4 as a function of gNΘ+K and aR is indicated by the vertical lines
.
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